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A positron emission imaging algorithm which makes use of the entire set of lines-of-response in list-mode form 
is presented. The algorithm parameterises the lines-of-response by a Cartesian mesh over the field-of-view 
of a Positron Emission Tomography (PET) scanner to find their density distribution throughout the mesh. 
The algorithm is applied to PET image reconstruction and Positron Emission Particle Tracking (PEPT). 
For the PET image reconstruction, a redistribution of the lines-of-response is employed to remove the 
discrete nature of the data caused by the finite size of the detector cells, and once the density distribution has 
been determined, it is filtered and corrected for attenuation. The algorithm is applied to static and dynamic 
systems of hard phantoms, biological specimens and fluid flow through a column. In the dynamic systems, 
timesteps as low as 1 second are achieved. The results from the algorithm are compared to the standard 
Radon transform reconstruction algorithm, and the presented algorithm is observed to produce images with 
superior edge contrast, smoothness and representation of the physical system. 
For the application of the algorithm to PEPT, the density distribution is determined for a short time 
slice of the data, and from this the locations of the particles are identified; this process is repeated for 
subsequent time slices to track the particles over time. The algorithm is successfully applied to multiple 
particle tracking, and up to 16 particles are tracked simultaneously. With other groups previously tracking 
only up to 3 particles [1]; this is the first time a PEPT algorithm has tracked such a high number of partjcles. 
The algorithm produces performs well in applications where the particles do not collide, but freely moving 
particles are also tracked with some success. The algorithm is found to be at least as accurate as the standard 
PEPT algorithm - the Birmingham algorithm [2] - and a stationary particle is located with an uncertainty 
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Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is an imaging technique that is widely used in nuclear medical imaging 
and has recently also begun to be applied to industrial systems. PET provides a means to study the internal 
structure of a system in situ by imaging a radioactive material introduced into the system. In PET imaging, 
a (3+, or positron, emitter is used. The isotope decays and emits a positron, which travels through the 
surrounding material and repeatedly undergoes scattering until it loses enough energy to mutually annihilate 
with an electron. During this annihilation process two 511 keY ,),-rays are emitted. Due to the conservation 
of linear momentum these two ,),-rays must travel in anti-parallel directions in the centre-of-mass frame. In 
the laboratory frame the positron may have some momentum when it annihilates and thus the resultant 
')'-ray pair would not be perfectly collinear, however the effect of this on the final image is usually small. 
If the two ,),-rays are simultaneously detected at two points in space then the line connecting the detection 
points defines a "line-of-response" along which the annihilation event must have occurred (assuming the 
,),-rays were collinear). By collecting many such lines-of-response at varying angles in a PET scanner, a 
3-dimensional image of the radioactive region can be constructed using tomography techniques. 
An algorithm for reconstructing images from the raw data was developed by the author during this 
research and is reported upon in this thesis. The algorithm itself is presented after an overview of positron 
emission imaging. In this overview the history and development of positron emission imaging since the 1950s 
through to the latest advances in this field is discussed. 
The algorithm is initially presented in its general form, after which its application to Positron Emission 
Tomography (PET) imaging is discussed, followed by its application to Positron Emission Particle Tracking 
(PEPT). For PET imaging the Redistribution technique that removes the artefacts associated with the 
discrete nature of the data is presented, as well as the use of Fourier filters, attenuation correction techniques, 
and the application of the algorithm to dynamic imaging. The precursor to the PET image reconstruction 
algorithm, the particle tracking or PEPT algorithm, is then presented with a focus on its application to 
multiple particle tracking. 
Experiments performed to test the algorithms are summarised along with the scanners and radioactive 
sources used in these experiments. The results from the PEPT and PET experiments are investigated 











to a multiple particle tracking algorithm, and then extending these results to tracking a continuum of 
radioactivity, illustrating the need for the development of the PET imaging algorithm. Two important 
context studies are presented: a biological study of the brain of an unconscious vervet monkey, and the 
imaging of fluid flow through a column of packed ore. In both contexts static and dynamic imaging is 
conducted. An investigation into the influence of the various algorithmic parameters on the quality of the 
results is presented, the findings are discussed, and recommendations are made for future analyses. 
The thesis is concluded by highlighting the successes and shortcomings of the research and discussing the 
possible improvements which can be implemented in the future. 
In this thesis an algorithm developed entirely by the author for positron imaging is explored which 
uses the entire set of lines-of-response in list-mode form, thus utilising the full 3-dimensional nature of the 
data and realising the intrinsic resolution of the scanner. The algorithm is applied to single and multiple 
particle tracking as well as static and dynamic tomography. Experiments were performed using the ADAC 
Forte gamma camera at the University of Birmingham, U.K., for the PEPT work, and the ECAT HR++ 
"EXACT3D" scanner at iThemba LABS, South Africa, for both PEPT and PET experiments. The algorithm 
is successfully applied to multiple particle tracking and achieves results which surpass those reported upon 
in literature. When applied to imaging the algorithm produces results which, upon comparison with the 
2-dimensional filtered backprojection, have better contrast, signal-to-noise ratio and sharper edges. The 












Positron Emission Imaging 
2.1 PET 
2.1.1 History 
PET imaging began appearing in journals during the 1950s with major contributions from David Kuhl at 
the University of Pennsylvania, Gordon Brownell at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Michel 
Ter-Pogossian at the Washington University School of Medicine. Two papers were published independently 
of one another in 1951 by W. Sweet [7] and F. Wrenn et al. [8] that demonstrated the first use of positron 
annihilation events for medical imaging using NaI(TI) crystals. Sweet and Brownell published further results 
in 1953 [9] on the use of opposing NaI(TI) detectors to locate brain tumours. Brownell and his colleagues 
continued to contribute significantly to the development of PET imaging in the following years, in addition 
to building some of the first commercial clinical PET scanners [10]. 
In the early 1960s D. Kuhl, together with R. Edwards, developed the theory behind emission and trans-
mission tomography [11], which led to various tomographs being built at the University of Pennsylvania. 
Michel Ter-Pogossian, Michael E. Phelps, and others, at Washington University School of Medicine further 
developed the tomograph technique, which in those days was referred to as Positron Emission Transaxial 
Tomography (PETT) [12]. 
It took two decades before PET started to gain widespread acceptance as a medical imaging tool, with 
the greatest obstacle to its development being the production of suitable radionuclides. In 1978 a paper 
was published in the Journal of Labelled Compounds and Radiopharmaceuticals by a group under A. P. 
Wolf and J. S. Fowler OIl the production of fluorodeoxyglucose, or FDG [13]. The radioisotope 18F can be 
used in FDG to act as the (3+ emitter. The manner in which FDG is metabolised in the human body is 
representative of most energy metabolism processes, and the active compound, 18F, has a very convenient 
half-life (109 minutes) for PET studies. Hence, the development of this compound led to increased viability 
of PET imaging as a tomography technique [10]. 18F_FDG was tested on two normal human volunteers for 
the first time in 1979 by 11. Reivich et al. [14]. 











and his group in 1969 and reported in 1972 [15]. In the 1970s it became apparent that the most optimal 
design for PET imaging would be a ring configuration, but there were two main obstacles; the number of 
photomultiplier tubes necessary for the camera, and the limited space within the camera geometry. Up to 
that point, PET scanners had used as many photomultiplier tubes as scintillator crystals, which limited the 
size of the scintillator crystals considerably. In 1972, however, Burnham and Brownell presented a method 
which allowed the use of a single photomultiplier tube for multiple scintillator crystals [15]. This then led to 
the development of higher resolution ring and cylindrical scanners. 
The early PET systems acquired solely 2-dimensional data by using "inter-plane septa". These are small, 
thin, tungsten plates several mitlimetres thick, placed between adjacent rings or planes in the tomograph and 
protruding into the field-of-view to act as shields so that only those lines-of-response that are perpendicular 
to the camera axis are detected and the rest are shielded by the septa. Thus, almost all of the lines-of-
response are recorded by detectors belonging to the same transaxial plane [3]. This produces data in the 
form of a set of 2-dimensional planes. A 3-dimensional image can be formed by stacking consecutive 2-
dimensional planes on top of each other. Forming the 3-dimensional image in this manner does produce a 
fully 3-dimensional image without loss of information, however the signal-to-noise ratio is poor compared to 
an image formed from fully 3-dimensional data [3, 4], and the image typically requires more smoothing to 
be interpretable which results in a loss of spatial resolution. Fully 3-dimensional data can be recorded by 
removing the inter-plane septa, allowing the camera to detect all the lines-of-response, but are much more 
difficult to handle and requires significantly more storage space. 
2.1. 2 Scintillator crystals 
There is a large array of scintillator crystals used in PET systems, each with their own particular advantages 
and disadvantages. Many of the first PET scanners (or PETT scanners, as they were referred to in those 
days) used thallium doped sodium iodide, NaI(TI), scintillators, such as the PC-I which used 127 NaI(TI) 
crystals [15], the ECAT systems designed by Michael Phelps and Edward Hoffman [16], and the Donner 
280-crystal ring scanner reported by Donner Laboratories in 1979 [17]. Bismuth germanate (BGO) crystals 
were developed in the mid 1970s and were used in PET scanners by the end of the 1970s [15, 18, 19]. The 
BGO crystal is still one of the most common crystals used in PET systems today because of its high stopping 
power (higher density and linear attenuation coefficient) [20]. Another significant advantage that this crystal 
has over the NaI(TI) crystal is its high linear attenuation coefficient. This means it can he much smaller, 
thus allowing for more crystals to be used in a given geometry, which leads to higher spatial resolution. 
However, this crystal has a considerably long decay time which decreases its capability to detect large count 
rates [4]. 
Most of the various scintillator crystals used in PET scanners today are summarised in Table 2.1. 
Lutetium oxyorthosilicate (LSO) has many characteristics that are favourable for PET imaging, namely, 
high light output, high density, large linear attenuation coefficient and short decay time, but at the expense 
of lower energy resolution. Furthermore, there is a naturally occurring radioactive isotope of lutetium, 
namely 176Lu, which emits x-rays in the range 88 to 400 keY. Fortunately this does not produce a significant 











Property I NaI(TI) BGO LSO GSO YSO BaF2 
Density (g cm -0) 3.67 7.13 
Light output (photons per ke V) 38 6 
Decay time (ns) 230 300 
Energy resolution (% at 511 keY) 6.6 20 
Linear attenuation coefficient (cm -1) 0.35 0.96 
NaI(TI): SodIUm IOdide doped With thallIUm, NaI(TI) 






LSO: Lutetium oxyorthosilicate doped with cerium, LU2SiO(Ce) 
GSO: Gadolinium oxyorthosilicate doped with cerium, Gd2Si05 (Ce) 
YSO: Yttrium oxyorthosilicate doped with cerium, Y2Si05 (Ce) 






Table 2.1: Properties of common scintillation crystals used in PET scanners for the detection of 511 keY 
')'-rays. Based on Table 2.1 in G. B. Saha [3] and Table 4 in M. E. Phelps [4]. 
for time-of-flight recording whereby each recorded line-of-response also carries the additional information of 
the time of arrival of each member of the ,),-pair. Using this information, one can estimate a region along the 
line-of-response where the annihilation event occurred, thereby improving the signal-to-noise ratio ofthe final 
image and allowing for faster convergence of iterative reconstruction algorithms [21]. Many reconstruction 
algorithms exist which make use of time-of-flight data, such as the algorithm presented by Defrise et al. [22], 
but numerous technical difficulties arise and so these time-of-flight systems are not common in clinical PET. 
However, as the technology continues to develop, especially in the production of LSO, more of these systems 
are appearing [23]. A variant of the LSO crystal, lutetium-yttrium oxyorthosilicate (LYSO), has been used 
in the commercially available Philips Gemini TF scanner [24]. Another candidate for time-of-flight PET is 
BaF2,with a decay time that is sufficiently fast for this purpose; however this crystal performs poorly in 
other functions. 
More recently, Gadolinium oxyorthosilicate (GSO) crystals have become a favourite for new PET systems 
because of their multiple favourable properties, including an excellent decay time and an energy resolution 
similar to that of NaI(TI) [25]. 
Until the mid 1980s each scintillator crystal was mounted on a single photomultiplier tube, and since 
they were quite large this imposed a limit on how small the crystals could be made. In 1985 Burnham 
et al. presented an invention which allowed multiple scintillator crystals to be optically connected to each 
photomultiplier tube via a circular light guide [26]. It was shown that from the ratio of adjacent photomul-
tiplier tubes one can determine which crystal detected the event. In 1986 Casey and Nutt presented an 
improvement on this design and introduced the "block detector" [27] whereby 32 crystals were attached to 4 
photomultiplier tubes, and by taking the weighted average of the signals from the four photomultiplier tubes 
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approximately 2 mm, depending on the scanner geometry [3]. There are several mechanisms by which lines-
of-response can be recorded, which are presented below. Only the first of these carries useful information in 
reconstruction. 
(a) True - A true line-of-response is recorded when the two ,-rays emitted during the annihilation process 
travel uninterrupted towards the detector cells and are detected, paired and recorded as a line-of-
response. These form the majority of the recorded data and contribute meaningfully to the reconstruc-
tion. 
(b) Scattering - At least one of the ,-rays undergoes Compton scattering by an electron in the surrounding 
material and experiences a change in direction of travel. If both ,-rays are detected the line-of-response 
formed will not pass through the position of the annihilation event, and this line-of-response will be a 
spurious data point. 
(b) Random coincidence - Two annihilation events occur within a short time of each other and four ,-rays 
are emitted. Two particles from different events are detected within the coincidence timing window 
and paired by the system. The resulting line-of-response does not pass through either annihilation 
event and is thus a spurious data point. 
Other events which can be detected by the scanner but will not result in a line-of-response being recorded 
are: 
(a) Single - Of a ,-ray pair from an annihilation event, only a single ,-ray is detected by the scanner while 
the other is absorbed or exits the field-of-view before being detected. These events are discarded. 
(b) Multiple - Three or more ,-rays from multiple annihilation events are detected by the scanner within 
one timing window, making it impossible for the system to decide which detections originated from 
the same annihilation event and are meant to be paired. These events are also discarded. 
Once the lines-of-response have been recorded they are either stored in list-mode form where the detector 
pairs and the time-stamp of the event are written to file, or they are binned into sinograms, which are 
discussed in the following section. 
Sinograms 
Most PET reconstruction algorithms make Ilse of sinograms. A sinogram is effectively a binning of the data, 
with each element in the sinogram representing a pair of detector cells, and it holds information regarding 
the number of events detected by that pair. A single sinogram is typically a matrix corresponding to all 
the pairs of detector cells in a particular plane or neighbouring planes, thus the image reconstructed from 
a sinogram will be 2-dimensional; a 3-dimensional image is formed by stacking 2-dimensional planes on top 
of each other. The axes of a sinogram correspond to the "offset" and "projection angle" of the detector 
pairs. Figure 2.2 shows the offset and projection angle of a particular line-of-response. The offset is the 
perpendicular distance of the line-of-response from the centre of the field-of-view, and the projection angle 
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Further progress towards a fully 3-dimensional reconstruction algorithm was made in 1976 by Orlov 
[31, 32]' and advances continued through the 1980s by Colsher [33], Ra et at. [34] and Kinahan et at. [35]. 
In 1989 Kinahan et at. [35] presented the technique of forward-projecting (or reprojecting) data into those 
sections of the field-of-view where no detectors are present in order to generate a spherically complete set 
of data and remove the dependence of the signal intensity on the position in the field-of-view. After this 
reprojection the data was then filtered and backprojected to reconstruct the image. This technique was 
known as the 3D reprojection algorithm (3DRP) and is still in common usc today. 
The sheer magnitude of fully 3-dimensional data hindered the implementation of 3D reconstruction 
algorithms. There were several approaches used to handle the data; the first being the improvement of 
the hardware systems and the optimisation of the 3D reprojection algorithm, the second being the selective 
sampling of data to reduce the amount of lines-of-response used in the reconstruction, and the third and most 
successful was the rebinning of the 3-dimensional data into a stack of 2-dimensional, trans axial sinograms. 
Daube-Witherspoon and Muehllehner presented a technique for rebinning the oblique data into transaxial 
sinograms in 1987 [36] which became known as the Single-Slice Rebinning algorithm (SSRB). Each oblique 
line-of-response contributes to the transaxial sinogram that passes through its axial midpoint, and hence 
the complete set of N2 possible sinograms is reduced to 2N - 1 sinograms consisting of only the direct and 
cross plane sinograms [36]. This rebinning technique was further developed in [37, 38] and proved to be 
quite successful in keeping the algorithm runtimes low; however it resulted in a loss in the image quality and 
spatial resolution, especially further (radially) from the centre of the field-of-view [3, 20]. In 1997 Defrise 
et at. presented the Fourier Rebinning (FORE) algorithm, whereby 3-dimensional data are reb inned into 
2-dimensional data via a Fourier transform [39]. This retains much of the accuracy of the 3-dimensional data 
while reducing the size of the data set considerably [40]. Once the data has been reb inned it can then be 
analysed using any 2-dimensional filtered backprojection or iterative algorithm. 
Iterative algorithms 
An iterative algorithm follows a very different logic to the traditional backprojectioll algorithm. An initial 
guess is made at the distribution of the activity and the projections which would have resulted from such 
a distribution are generated. These are then compared to the measured projections and the differences 
between the two are used to correct the guess; this process is then repeated until some convergence criteria 
is met [3]. The challenge for an iterative algorithm is to ensure that these iterations converge to the desired 
image, and do so as quickly as possible. 
In 1982 Shepp and Vardi introduced the maximum likelihood iterative algorithm based on the expectation 
maximisation (EM) algorithm presented by Dempster, Laird and Rubin in 1977 [41]. Since then the EM 
algorithm has played an important role in many iterative reconstruction schemes, with one of the most 
prominent today being the ordered-subset expectation maximisation (OS EM) algorithm, presented in 1994 
by Hudson and Larkin [42]. Because of its accelerated convergence, the OSEM method was the first to 
make iterative methods feasible in the elinical setting [40]. With the advent of modern computers, iterative 











2.1.5 Image artefacts due to discrete data 
Most PET scanners have detector cells which arc not sensitive to the exact spatial position of the detected 
event and thus assign the position of any event to the coordinates of the centre of the respective detector 
cell. This causes periodic artefacts to appear in the final reconstructed image with a spacing between the 
artefacts of approximately half the width of the detector cell. This observation is not very well discussed in 
the literature, although algorithms which make use of the sinogram data for the reconstruction avoid these 
artefacts by using an appropriate interpolation. 
These artefacts are a significant contributor to the limit on the intrinsic spatial resolution of the scanner, 
and no information can be extracted regarding strudures finer than the spacing between these artefacts. A 
simple method of handling this discretisation is to smooth the data and/or the final reconstructed image to 
reduce the effect of these artefacts, or to use a mesh voxel size that is larger than the spacing between these 
artefacts. In this way, the artefacts are effectively averaged over. However, using such a large mesh voxel 
size does not allow the full realisation of the intrinsic resolution of the scanner, and smoothing inevitably 
results in a loss of spatial resolution. A method of handling the discrete nature of the data post-acquisition 
and before reconstruction has been developed and iii preliented in this thesis, and its effect of the final image 
quality is investigated. 
2.1.6 Attenuation Correction 
In any PET scan, attenuation of the emitted ,-rays will occur to some degree in the material surrounding 
the radioactive region. The likelihood of attenuation occurring is dependent on the density and Z-number 
(number of protons in a nucleus) of the surrounding material and is described by the attenuation coefficient. 
Attenuation can occur through two main mechanisms: absorption and Compton scattering. Absorption 
occurs when a ,-ray interacts with a valence electron in the surrounding material and is absorbed into the 
electron, increasing its energy level. When the corresponding ,-ray is detected by the scanner, no line-of-
responlie is formed since only one of the pair of ,-rays was detected. Compton scattering occurs when a 
,-ray interacts with an electron and is scattered. Figure 2.4 illustrates this process. The outgoing ,-ray has 
a new wavelength given by, 
h 
Aj = Ai + -(1 - cosO), 
mee 
(2.3) 
where Ai is the initial wavelength of the ,-ray, me is the mass of the electron, h is Plank's Constant, c is the 
speed of light and 0 is the angle between the direction of travel of the ingoing and the outgoing ,-ray. 
Any ,-ray that has been attenuated through Compton scattering is undesirable since one cannot tell 
(without knowing the exact initial conditions of the scattering event) what the scattering angle is. Thus, if 
a line-of-response were to be formed, it would most likely not pass through the position of the annihilation 
event. When a ,-ray undergoes Compton scattering it loses some of its energy, which allows for an effective 
means with which to test whether the detected ,-ray has been attenuated. By enforcing an acceptance 
energy window on the detected events, it is possible to filter out those that have been attenuated. Some 
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Figure 2.4: Compton scattering: an incident ,-ray scattcrs off an electron and continues with a new wave-
length and at a new direction of traveL 
to the image reconstruction algorithm to filter these out. 
Attenuation can be corrected in several ways. One of the easiest of these is the "transmission-emission" 
method, another entails using data from a CT scan, and lastly using calculated attenuation from the known 
physical characteristics of the object to approximate the attenuation map. 
Transmission Scan 
A method that is widely used in medical imaging for attenuation correction makes use of the so-called 
"transmission data" [3]. The first step in this correction method is to acquire a "blank scan". This involves 
generating a data set using a long, thin rod source that is orientated parallel to the scanner axis and rotated 
along the entire inside edge of the scanner field-of-view. Sometimes a point source spiralled at the edge of 
the field-of-view along the entire axial length of the scanner is used. The resulting image over the entire 
blank scan is a cylinder with a diameter almost that of the field-of-view. The second step is called the 
"transmission scan". The attenuating material (in medical imaging, this is the patient) is placed inside the 
camera field-of-view as it would be when it is imaged, and a similar procedure to the blank scan is followed. 
The resulting image is again a cylinder just inside the camera field-of-view, however the image has now 
been affected by the attenuating materiaL The ratio of images from these two scans yields a correction 
matrix that can be applied to any subsequent image using the same attenuating material to correct for the 
attenuation. While this method is effective and reasonably easy to implement, it does require two extra 
scans to be performed. 
Computer Tomography scan 
A computer tomography (CT), scan uses x-rays to image material and is usually used in the clinical setting. 
x-rays are emitted from a rotating source and pass through the object to be imaged. During transmission 
they are absorbed by material inside the objects to varying degrees depending on the density of the materiaL 











the I'-rays is also proportional to the density of the material in the object to be imaged and so by using the 
map from the CT scan, the attenuation coefficients of the material inside the object can be approximated. An 
attenuation map can be determined and used to correct the PET image. This technique is very effective but 
does require a CT scan. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) also has the potential to provide an attenuation 
map for PET, but requires a much more careful application since MRI maps are not proportional to the 
density of the material. 
Calculated attenuation correction 
To avoid the use of extra scans altogether, it is possible to calculate the attenuation correction from the 
emission data and then correct the data accordingly, as is presented in [43]. A similar but more rudimentary 
technique is to approximate the attenuation map from the known physical characteristics of the object. The 
use of this technique is limited to cases where the object being imaged is of a simple geometric shape and 
has a known density distribution. This technique, however, always requires significant simplifications and 
approximations, resulting in artefacts and inaccuracies in the reconstructed image. 
2.2 Positron Emission Particle Tracking 
Positron Emission Particle Tracking (PEPT) is where a single tracer, or particle, from a few hundred mi-
crometres to a few millimetres is labelled with a radioisotope and tracked inside a dynamic system of flow 
using a modified PET scanner. The first mention of using a PET scanner for particle tracking is in [44], 
where the so called Birmingham algorithm is presented, and the process is further developed in [2]. Ideally, 
when using a point particle only two lines-of-response would be necessary to triangulate the position of 
the tracer, since it would be where the two lines intersect. In reality however, the lines-of-response do not 
necessarily pass exactly through the centre of the tracer and hence if any two lines-of-response do intersect, 
it is not necessarily at the tracer location. The Birmingham algorithm uses several hundred lines-of-response 
for each triangulation and determines the point that minimises the sum of the perpendicular distances from 
that point to each line-of-response. The number of lines-of-response, N, to be used for each triangulation is 
specified by the user during initialisation. The algorithm then triangulates the approximate particle location 
for each set of N lines-of-response in two steps; the first is to find an approximation to the tracer location 
using all N lines-of-response, and then the furthest lines-of-response from this point are discarded such that 
a predefined fraction, J (also defined by the user during the initialisation), of the lines-of-response remain. 
This fraction, J, can be thought of as the proportion of unscattered, or true, events within the data set. 
The Birmingham group are based at the Positron Imaging Centre at the University of Birmingham, UK, 
and have been pioneering PEPT research since 1984 when they acquired their first of many PET cameras [44] 
constructed by Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. It consisted of a pair of multi-wire proportional chambers, 
each having a sensitive area of 600 x 300 mm2 , and operated in coincidence. This camera was replaced in 
1999 by a Forte gamma camera constructed by ADAC Laboratories [45]. The Forte camera is made up of 
two heads each containing a single NaI(Ti) crystals with dimensions 500 x 400 x 16 mm3 . 
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2.2. 1 l\1u lUlll e P a rti cle Tracking 
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The Line Density Algorithm 
The Line Density algorithm utilises the statistical nature of the data to build up a distribution of the 
likelihood of an annihilation event occurring at some location. This algorithm is similar to a family of 
standard PET reconstruction algorithms known as "filtered backprojection" methods. While many standard 
backprojection algorithms use the sinogram data for the reconstruction, the Line Density algorithm analyses 
the data in list-mode form. The only information that is stored in the list-mode data is which two detector 
cells observed the ,)-ray pair, and the time stamp of that detection event. These two detector cells define a 
line-of-response connecting the centres of the two detectors, along which the annihilation event must have 
occurred. The Line Density algorithm as applied to particle tracking has been presented in a paper by the 
author and others, in the journal of Nuclear Instrumentation and Methods in Physics Research A [52]. 
The algorithm was written entirely in MATLAB 7.11.0 (R2010b), which makes use of parallel processing 
on multiple cores to decrease the runtime. This parallelisation is performed automatically by MATLAB 
on certain predefined functions; for example any vectorised operations, matrix multiplication, sorting or 
searching, etc. 
3.1 The Generalised Algorithm 
3.1.1 Algorithm Parameters 
A strength of the Line Density algorithm is in how few imposed parameters are required. The concept of an 
"imposed" or "arbitrary" parameter is important to be aware of when working with a physical system. An 
imposed parameter is one which does not represent a naturally occurring characteristic of the physical system. 
For example, when modelling a swinging pendulum, the mass of the pendulum is a "natural" parameter, 
while the time-step between iterations in the computational model is an "imposed" parameter. Imposed 
parameters can have a substantial effect on the outcome of the algorithm (as can natural parameters), and 
the extent of this effect can be difficult to judge. While natural parameters are set based on the corresponding 
physical characteristic in the system, imposed parameters need to be set during the initialisation of the 











such parameters present then this optimisation can be difficult, time-consuming and computationally costly 
- usually the number of iterations necessary to optimise multiple parameters grows exponentially as the 
number of parameters increases. Thus, a good algorithm is one with minimal imposed parameters. 
The Line Density algorithm has two imposed parameters: the size of the mesh over the field-of-view of the 
camera, and the number of lines-of-response used to generate an image. Both of these parameters are easily 
optimisable, and this optimisation is usually transferable from one analysis to the next. The mesh size has 
an important influence over the final resolution of the algorithm, but modern computational hardware has 
made it possible to use a mesh size that is finer than the intrinsic resolution of the scanner (approximately 4.5 
mm), which does not make its influence negligible but it does reduce its effect considerably. The mesh size 
has a large dependence on the available storage capacity of the computational system being used, since the 
memory usage of the algorithm is proportional to the cube of the mesh size. The number of lines-of-response 
Ilsed directly affects the quality of the resultant image, and the general rule is that the more lines-of-response 
used, the better the image quality will be, since this improves the signal-to-noise ratio and statistics of the 
final image. Since the Line Density algorithm is a "one-pass" algorithm; meaning that it only passes through 
the list-mode data once; the runtime of an analysis is linearly proportional to the number of lines-of-response 
used for the analysis. 
The only other parameter of the algorithm is the size of the field-of-view of the scanner (which is always 
constant), and while this does also have an effect on the memory usage of the algorithm it cannot be 
optimised. 
3.1.2 Initialisation 
During the initialisation of the algorithm the user can set the initial parameters, particularly the mesh 
size and the number of lines-of-response to lise, and declare which data file is to be used. An example of 
the list-mode file in ASCII format is shown in Figure 3.1. The coordinates (XA,YA,ZA) and (XB,YB,ZB) 
are the coordinates of the two detectors cells that detected the I-ray pair, and the time-stamp in the last 
column is the millisecond time-stamp assigned to each line-of-response. Because many lines-of-response are 
recorded every millisecond there can be many within an individual time-stamp, but these are all recorded 
chronologically and can be treated as such (which can occasionally be important in PEPT analysis). 
The user has the option of defining a "region-of-interest" where the algorithm will only set up a mesh 
over this region and not over the entire field-of-view. This is employed to reduce the memory usage of the 
algorithm, which can be quite substantial when the mesh size is fine. This region-of-interest is defined in real 
spatial coordinates with the centre of the camera field-of-view being the origin of the coordinate system. In 
fact, the centre of the field-of-view of the camera is set at (0.0,0.0, -2.4) mm relative to the coordinate axes 
of the lines-of-response in the ASCII data files. This is due to the fact that the detector cells are discrete 
and that there is an even number (48) of transaxial planes, so the actual centre of the field-of-view will be in 
between two planes; namely, planes 24 and 25. However, the lines-of-response are centred on the "zeroth" 
plane, which is half a plane thickness (i.e. 2.4 mm) from the actual centre of field-of-view. This could be 
remedied by shifting all the lines-of-response in the axial direction by half of the thickness of a plane, or 











This file contains line generated from attO: 1.1m -
for Start time = 0 msec to Stop time = 30000 IDsec. 
xA yp.. zA xB yB zB t:'me 
193.94 -372.54 -33.95 -324.67 266.43 06.70 0 
315.78 -276.92 -43.65 -411.01 86.41 01. 85 0 
4C7.<;6 -99.82 -116. 40 -139.32 -396.22 - 16.40 
384.43 169.16 -14.55 -41i. 93 -81. 95 82.45 
4C1.91 121.92 -58.20 -303.38 -290.44 82.45 0 
4C7.96 -99.82 67.90 -411. 93 81. 92 -19.40 0 
407.96 -99.82 77.60 -396.21 -139.35 -53.35 0 
411.93 -81. 93 106.70 -413.62 -72.95 -63.05 0 
181.64 378.69 -63.05 -1.04.26 -406.85 38.80 0 
210.01 -363.73 92.15 -341.40 244.63 -77.60 0 
412.80 -77.43 -63.05 -349.21 -233.35 24.25 0 
413.62 72.94 29.10 -419.98 4.57 24.25 0 
413.62 72.94 29.10 -156.50 389.75 43.65 0 
4C4.48 113.13 0.00 -380.64 -177.51 43.65 0 
147.95 -393.08 63.05 -177.52 380.64 -29.10 0 
378.69 -181.64 58.20 -419.97 -4. 60 -53.35 0 
269.98 -321.73 0.00 -354.23 225.65 29.10 0 
406.85 -104.27 82.45 -393.09 147.93 -29.10 0 
Figure 3.1: An example of the list mode file in ASCII format, as output by the HR++ scanner, which is 
input into the Line Density algorithm. 
the lines-of-response. The latter approach was utilised in the analysis of the data during this research. At 
this point in the initialisation, the geometry of the physical system is defined, llsing the region-of-interest as 
discussed above. 
Finally, the lines-of-response are imported into the MATLAB workspace. If the data files are not too 
large (up to 4 or 5 million lines-of-response is manageable) then the entire data can be read in, but as the 
experiment times get longer and the data files get larger, it may be prudent to import only subsets of the 
data at a time, which is permitted and handled by the code. The imported data is sorted into a structure 
field to allow for efficient use of the information. The redistribution technique, as discussed in section 3.3.1 
is applied to the raw data at this point in the initialisation. 
During the initialisation, it is possible to generate lines-of-response instead of using real data, which is a 
useful tool to test the algorithm in ideal situations. The manner with which the data is generated will be 
discussed in the next section. 
Towards the end of the initialisation, all the information pertaining to the current analysis regarding the 
data file, parameters, etc., is stored in a structure to be saved in memory (along with the final result at the 
end of the analysis) for future reference. 
3.1.3 Generating Data 
In order to test the algorithm it is often useful to have ideal data under a controlled situation. However, this 
is very difficult to achieve with a physical system, and thus it is sometimes necessary to generate data. During 
the initialisation, the user has the option to generate data rather than use real data. The algorithm that was 
developed to generate data uses a simplified Monte-Carlo technique. Generally, Monte-Carlo algorithms aim 











would model the emission of a positron from the radioisotope, its path through the surrounding material until 
annihilation with an electron, and the flight of the resulting back-to-back ,-rays with possible attenuation 
as they move away from the point of annihilation. This would be repeated for millions of events to generate 
a full set of list-mode data. For the purpose of testing the Line Density algorithm, however, there is no need 
to model this entire process. The process was simplified by only considering where the annihilation events 
occur and assuming that these are uniformly distributed throughout the volume of interest. Attenuation 
and scatter of the ,-rays as they move through the surrounding material was not taken into account. 
Usually, a spherical volume is generated. The locations of the annihilation events in polar coordinates were 
generated in such a way that these locations were uniformly distributed throughout the volume, according 




where R is the radius of the sphere, and 
Pi E [0,1] 
P2 E [-1,1] 
P3 E [-1,1]. 




Xo + r sin e cos rP 
Yo + r sin e sin rP 










where the point (xo, Yo, zo) is the centre of the generated volume. The direction of flight of the resulting 
,-rays is determined by using the same formulae for e and rP as in 3.2 and 3.3 to generate a set of uniformly 
distributed points on a shell that is centred on the centre of the field-of-view at a fixed radius, and by pairing 
each uf these up with all annihilation puint inside the volume. Each line is then extended to find its second 
intersection with the shell and hence the other endpoint of the line-of-response. Thus a set of uniformly and 
spherically distributed lines are generated emanating from within a spherical volume. 
To record the lines-of-response one must determine if and where the ,-rays intersect the scanner detectors. 
This is done by calculating the value of each line's z-coordinate at the point where the line intersect the 
cylinder of detectors. If this z-value lies outside of the axial extent of the scanner then this line is discarded. 
All remaining lines are recorded as lines-of-response. One more simplification is made here: it is assumed 
that the detecting surface of the camera is continuous and the direction of the lines-of-response is exactly the 











in size and the endpoints of any line-of-response is recorded as being the centre of the detector cells which 
detected it, introducing the discreteness to the data which has already been discussed. Thus, the result of 
the Monte-Carlo process produces data which is similar to the real data after the redistribution technique is 
applied. 
Once the lines-of-response have been recorded they are assigned an arbitrary time-stamp and are stored 
in a suitable structure so that they can be parsed on to the rest of the code and treated as a usual data set. 
3.1.4 The Algorithm 
After the initialisation process, the line-of-response data structure is parsed to another function to perform 
the image reconstruction. This function is responsible for almost all of the computations and runtime of the 
code. The first step in this function is to generate the 3-dimensional mesh over the field-of-view of the camera. 
This mesh is always Cartesian and usually cubic, and it is represented in the algorithm by a 3-dimensional 
matrix where each element represents a voxel in the mesh. This matrix is referred to as the density matrix, 
since it will hold the information regarding the distribution of the density of the lines-of-response throughout 
the field-of-view. 
Each line-of-response is treated as a vector of the form, 
(3.10) 
where r is the position vector for a point along the line-of-response, a is the starting point (i.e. either of the 
end points defining the line-of-response), Jl is an arbitrary parameter, and dis the direction vector which is 
defined as the vector pointing from the starting point a to the other end point of the line-of-response. The 
voxels inside which each of the endpoints of the line-of-response lie are determined using the quotient of the 
coordinates of the endpoints and the voxel size in the corresponding dimension. 
The algorithm now defines a counting system corresponding to each direction (x, y and z) for each line-
of-response. The unit of the counting system is related to the length of the line-of-response through the mesh 
voxels in each respective direction. Each member of the counting system then represents an intersection of 
the line-of-response with the mesh, allowing for the identification of the voxels through which the line-of-
response passes. The sets of intersections in each direction determined by this counting system are given 
by: 
Sx = {Px E F : x = a + Jldx , dx = b
x 
~ ax (b - a), Jl EN} 
Sy = {PY E F : fj = a + Jldy, dy = by ~ a
y 
(b - a), Jl EN} 




where F is the set of coordinates within the field-of-view of the camera and Vi, i E {x, y, z}, is the size of the 
mesh voxel in each direction. The points a and b are the two points inside the field-of-view where the line 











system, respectively. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The direction vector di is in the direction from 
a to b, but with magnitude such that its component in the i direction is equal to the width of the voxel in 
that direction. 
For a particular line-of-response, the sets defined above contain all the points along that line-of-response 
which lie on the mesh. It is then a simple procedure of dividing these points by the voxel size in the respective 
coordinates to determine the matrix indices of the voxels through which that line-of-response passes. 
In practice the algorithm does not need to follow the above procedure for all 3 directions. If one carefully 
chooses the appropriate direction then all the mesh intersections can be determined along that direction and 
the other 2 directions need not be considered. Figure 3.2 illustrates why this is the case. By considering 
only the y-direction all the mesh intersections would be accounted for and the x-direction can be ignored. 
To determine which direction should be used for a particular line-of-response, the algorithm considers the 
lengths of the components of di . The direction where the component in that direction is the longest should 
be used to determine the mesh intersections. 
After this procedure, a set of element indices of the mesh is produced. Duplicates in this list do occur, 
and these are removed. Finally, the density matrix is then incremented at these indices, and this density 
matrix represents the reconstructed image of the data. This matrix is usually normalised to its maximum 
to make comparison of different images easier; this option is set by the user during the initialisation. 
The resulting matrix is then returned to the parent function for further analysis. All that is left to do is 
to apply attenuation correction techniques if necessary, filter the image to remove noise and artefacts, and 
export it to a suitable file format for viewing. The filtering and attenuation correction are described in the 
following sections of this chapter. 
Most of the code has been vectorised, and those sections which have not been vectorised employ only a 
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3.2 Application to PEPT 
Tbe Lin" lJ€n,ity al~urithm o~n be ~pv!.,d 10 II," ~r"-"k;ng of .ingle or TIHlltiple trace" mov:i<L~ withi<L the 
fi<ld-of-v i<'" of tbe ,""nner, Ihi" \ech";'lBe i, knoo.'" '"" PEPT. Since t.he location of the ... "''''' i. in th~t 
",gi(}(l of >1-''''''' ~h",,,gb wbicb m""~ of tl ,.-, li"",_of_,,,,,potl"" 1""", the Line Don.>ity al~thlll '~n be ,,"'-'<I 
,0 ,J.-.~"min" tl , ~t ,eglon of high"'l <i<n,ity, Coru;idcri<L~ a parti","" tillie slice of ~he daw (u"IL~lly ~ r"w 
millillOCC<ld, and th"" only i<Lclooi<L~ .,,,.,,,"1 hIL<Ldr"d lin{~-ol-r'-"I-"-" ' ''''I, ~I" "lg01itJ,," dctom, i"", tho 'h"ity 
r!latrix for t!>otic IHL",""f-""'I-"Jrl"",, Thi, al-'I .• ",,,,I, i, iliu,t.ratC(1 in "gIL"':U for W lincs-of_r<,pon,., oyer ~ 
co",,,,, H""h Th" VU'<d C"'Ll~i<L ; "g II," higho" CO(ltl~. a",1 II"", tbe ""'UTe of t he ,),_rayo • . ;. doarly identifiod. 
Fil'),1Te 3.3. IlIu>"u Hlg Ih" an al)"";, "I ~j!pr",i Hlately .'j{) l i n{~-of-ro'l-'on"" IL,i<Lg a (.-,,,,,.,, n1<»]" 'J'lio 'egi"" 
of high"'t denoit.y " indic~tcd by lhe dark"", coloor, ~nd dearly enc"{)IlIl-"":.e:; ~hc loc~bDIL of Iho ""Cor. 
The I",ak of the den>l(Y dls"il!ll!.;o<L '" ;u.'ntlfiod "nd 1m"" . Ii"", ("' '' "",,-.1 ",id~h 'hid'i d,,,",gh 11", 1"''''-
along e",:h of Ih" ~h"" dime"";",,, " ,,-. wn,id<-",,,I Figur< 3..1 .bo" .. II" ,Ii"", or tho ni",;but io" of count.' 
for 1 m, of. ,ypio~1 ,j~la ,.,t. " C",~",i"" 01 " ~h"" "pplio<j to t.k", rli,tr;but.;on" which i. found to hoc 
'0"""".1,1. i-"""'i d"j ~bc ",,0 of 11,0 ~raCCr i, """llor d,a" tl," ;;>0' of tI," ,"",I , ,'oxok. The b,,,1. ~pproxim.lion 
of t.he lo,ation of.he t",,,,, is gi\"f!n by the ',"'~.roid, of the.e thN'< Ga,,,,';an ill<, ""hile th~ nnC<'rtoi<LLr ill 
the localiOll ;, proport;OIl~1 10 the r"ll-",;dth-~I-M l f-",,,,,irrn"" (FWII\II of ,h. (:~u"i ~n,. Ry ,cpmV'<lly 











G, ,,,,,ian rli",ihnlion, ~m l.-cd "" a fit to the data wilh",, ~ rig0r<>tl> :hoory to jn' lif)' looir lC"', Throu,o;h 
lhe oI"","'>,I'on of tll"n), d3t~ o.et< and lhe c'Ofr,-",po,Kiing lilp~,"mctcr" i, 11.1., Ucc" hmrl lh.1 too G"ll."i~n 
Ji,t.rih",ion rrm-i<l<, a 'cclmique Ihal i, fIIli'e apprcpriMo lur ,he d'I' , 'fhi, i, "'f"Xi~ll)' truo for data ,,-t>!ore 
,I>< t""",r woo, 'm>llcr th." lhe m"*t ,,,,,d "'"" "nd l'O"lJ tb","" ~l'l'r0' immcJ to a poinl pmlidc relati", 
~o t ho m,,,h , The fi, bc<~mo "'''''0 if t l>< traeor w.:; ur a size tha~ i, l'Olnl,"ral,!c to or I"'gc' ,han Iho m<:";h 
vonk Monte C~rlo simulati"ns "l"e al, o u,ed 10 'est thi' "",, "mpl>on ,in,,, ;J<~I Jal", I", "point partido 
could t... cro.t ed ~[]d the GaOl,,"",' m ""'le<L Fig'"" :j.4 ,how, an examplo of r",,1 dat~ ",ith their Ga,-""ian 
lit, to il:""",1.e II", 1fX",i"""" of ~i>c lit 
_\' (mm) y(mm) z(mm) 
Fi~llre 3.1; [)i>triu"tio", ci voxcl ,,,,,nl, h a uoor 5fl(1 Ii"", of ""po""e from ~ typic," dat • ..,1, ,.;'th tt>!oi, 
GallS.!'ian fi t>, T I>< ""ntr",,,, uf ,he (ittei Ga>=ial'" ~ru,id< I:>e> ~ ","im~l.e:; of the (x,~, ,) coorJinM", 01 t.1le 
"accr_ 
:;,2.1 Multiple P"rtid" Traddnjl, 
The LiTl< Demit)' a..igocithm "..., deve:01>cd to alJo..' lur Ihe .imultal>coo> lracking of multil,lc I",",iele.,_ Wnoo 
more t h:w one Ir""er i, 00llg I<.d,ed II," algoritbm "'j"i"" th~~ ~i>c ~I'p"'ximl<l.c inil;,-! pooiricm 01 t.ho 
tra"", bo . peci!i<d , '11", , impl",1 ""y of proyitli"g thi' inrorma tion ;,. hr tlelinin; ,'eglon, wirhin the licld_ 
of-view of tho ""n<'r~ \l'h,-",-' '-'nly "'''' Irarer;'; p",,,,,nl ~\ Ihe ",",I of li>c run, which L, rc~dily ""hic,-erl by ~ 
",u": in' p«tiu" uf 1.1", li,,( Ii "", . I;';e 0{ (he tl~\,_ 1'1", ,lgori,hm lhen ;';01 "'0' ~lllil>C'<-of-""po""", In """h 
«the"" ,e g>O" . and rle<e<mi"", II", loc",,,,,n cJ. ~i>c t",vCCr i" coch ,,,,,100\, ",in; Ihc Lin" fl<n'ity algorit.hm 
fO< ,j"g!c p~'liel",_ Fo, ,,,b""]uc,,, irc"tio,", tho al!oolhm ''''''' tho p<Cviu", lumti""" uf II>< tracer lu 
"'t;m~\.C \\'hich hl,,*oI_r~l\.'" ,hculd he "..,d lO calculate the non Ioc~ti()ll, Thi> i, achieved tlorOl1j1,b 
<""'lnat.iQ" , tl>< l'<""iO'" t"D localion, uf the tr=r "'" u;OO to ~w<oxima'" the volu<:'ity ur tI ... , tracer a[)J 
hO!"", ,~l ~pprQXilllate next k><MiO<l. A cubic r"yon of ~ pred<lined , i", i, createtl ,w,,( t.hi, <"("I"'~~c,J 
Ioc~tiu" ~nJ ~lllinc.--or_""p(n"", p""""g t.hro,,;" thi. cuI,"", or repen_of_inlor"". arc comid.,-.d h II", next 










step, the dimensions of the cube must satisfy 
(3.14) 
where d is the length of a side of the cube, lal is the magnitude of the acceleration of the particle, and at is 
the time step used. For example, if a cube of dimension 50 mm is used with a time step of 50 ms, then the 
acceleration must be less than 20 ms - 2. If the tracers are moving too erratically then a shorter time step 
or a larger cube can be used, taking care not to enclose another tracer within the cube. The acceleration 
is usually observed to be such that this constraint is easily satisfied. By using this method of extrapolation 
to obtain the next position of the tracer, each tracer is effectively identified at each time step, avoiding the 
need to rely on physical attributes of the tracers to distinguish between them. 
Any multiple particle tracking algorithm is susceptible to the fact that if two particles are very close 
to each other, the lines-of-response cannot be uniquely associated with either particle. The Line Density 
algorithm is no exception; therefore the applications for which this algorithm is used must be carefully chosen 
to avoid particle collisions. This excludes applications with multiple freely moving particles. It is possible to 
handle such systems by carefully analysing each collision to observe how the particles move away from each 
other after the collision has occurred; however this has not been implemented in the algorithm presented here 
since we are largely concerned with applications where collisions between particles are avoided. Collision 












The pseudo-code for the Line Density algorithm as applied to PEPT with multiple particle tracking is given 
below. 
Main 
• Initialise parameters: camera geometry, mesh size, data file, length of run, number of particles, time 
step, number of time steps 
• loop over location counter, i 
loop over number of number of particles 
* extrapolate particle's next location using previous locations 
* take subset of LORs passing near to the extrapolated location 
* if i == 1, 
consider LORs passing near to the initial location as defined by the user 
* else (i > 1), 
extrapolate particle's next location using average velocity (initial velocity set to zero) 
consider LORs passing near to the extrapolated location 
* apply Meshed Line Density algorithm (as in the generalised case, section 3.1.5) to the 
subset of LORs 
* locate the peak of the density matrix and consider three 1D slices through this peak parallel 
to each coordinate axis 
* fit a Gaussian to each of these slices 
* return the fitted Gaussians' means and widths to describe the location of the particle with 
its algorithmic uncertainty 
* check validity of results by examining whether the particle has moved unrealistically far 
* store valid results 











3.3 Application to PET 
3.3.1 The Redibtribution Technique 
During ,Ile cloctron_p".il.rnn .nnihi lati(Jtl r:<D<'C.~' 7-ray .• flJ'O 'mirr.,.-l i""""'v..,.lly , ,,,.1 coo,I' .1 [k",r,,,,,,, , ike 
any point on the fae< of a p"",ioul", <lcv-crC4'. Sin'" , I," d,,,,,c',,, cell, 3n, no< ",,",,~i;'e ~o ,I ,e e,,,,,' ' 1"'[ i ~1 
poeition of the de'o"Wo:i ",~"t on Iho f= of Ihe celL ,," ch <ycUl ,''''''iguod the coordinate., "f ,I ,c ""' ,",' 
of II .. reop""ti ," dc~"',;loc cdl. Thi> irn~ a di><w," nature on th" dat~ with the lines·o~r""pon"" being 
di""l'C'cly d",~,ih"",-I ~b,,"t ,·1", ., Ig', of II", """'1...- ,in~. 'I'hi, di><:rclo nalure proouc", peri"dic art<foct, 
in t.ho final ~'''m'trmt,'d i"'age. rol·t~'''h<,]y ir [I ", "osohl[i"" "r tI", ;""<,gt, i, Ii,,,,,· ,I"" ,he I",,[od of ,I""", 
.1rld""t •. "o~, the contro of the I<old_of_vic,,' tho li"'1-._<lr_]'e'po,,~, d,>;le , in I"";o<li(' ""&i,,, ,, .,i(;' ~ I.'~k_ 
'c>-peak ""parotion cl half the dot<>rt.-.- ,,~I ,,·idr[,. Fi!'.u]'e :J.[i , In,,,,, " "'j"""n~" i", e,~"'vle of 'hi-> '.Ii""",(.e 
Mtllrc cl tllO linC'5-.-J-""I"""" in t be ."ial a,,, I t""~'L,i,,1 '.Ii",,,,!i,, ,,,, 
~ ~ 




F iB" "e J.5, 'Ibc dct<.'CIoc cdl', and Ihu, iho lino •. oI.'CS{l<m,e, ""0 di'OC""e ill "atm'O, "",i", 'rPCOr; in !k 
periodic olu,'",in;! nf the I;'""-ol-''''pon",,. 0" 'he lefo ;" "" l<XioJ l'foi""'[on of tho lin., of ''''PO'''''' '"'''' tho 
"''''·''0 or t.)", lid<i or ";".,. >IKl-.;iltr; con'''IHioc cI","ring, l!lld on ti>< right L, a 'r"n,",ial projc<ri"', ,I>oo:i,,& 
vl'n~f cill.>lering, TIns dat~ "."" roc.-.-rkrl by ,he HR·,·, "'a,"Hoc ,,,,i"g.,, "rr-"''''r" p"i",_liko >o.<J",,,, 
The re:li,lnbntion technique pmform< , ,m"ll """"" ,I,ir\ 10 Iho ond, of "",b l; '>e-of",,"j~m"". '0 thai 














z, + 1'2 (3.17) 
whmo 1'1.> i. a uniformly Ji""uuhl """dorn "mOON.' in t.he '",,","" [-2.125,2,1'25 Tho , hit< i" (>"" y" 0,) i, 
only 2.dimomional ,ince II i' oV"" 'ho h'e oj Iho deo:octor ""d l,.nc." only two ",,,Jo,," Vfl llL<-, "re mquirod 
lor tOe , bill. [" WHO Hi ,Il",t",to. thi, ,milt, an<I Figu,o J,7 ,h"", lho l'O.'lLl, 01 thi, ,odimiuution oft l,., 
I;,,, ~-() 1_,,,,, 1"1L ,,", 
ri~"'" :1.(i, The ,..,di.",ij"ltion todlllique romO'r e> 11," J"o,'c~,' ""IH'" of ,h ,- d~t" hy ~ppl)'in~ ~ ,u",ll ",nJo!" 
,1, iit of the ""d, of Iho ji'''''-of-m,p'''''"' rNf'r t,h"r re>pe<live detedo, cell (",'0, 
U O"n I", ",,,,urnc,J , 1,"1. ,,11 li,,(,,_<>iC ,"'I'""""o p= tl'w,,~l' 11," 'I<lt"-'"' 1"'1'(" of Iho """l",r, whick in 
th. c"",,, of 11", 11I1++ .,,,,IL","', limit< tho fiold_A_vicw to ~ di~meter ur 570 mm, PUl' thi, ficld~-,i_viow. the 
,km"'in of tl,., ""1;ul., ,hift of 'ho liMO_of-re>pome dminy, '0;' red;",,',l llli ion 1>"'>00"' i , 0 F [lr 33°, 0,19°' , 
Toi, ",J;", rihuc ir", uf tho linOK-of_roof'Ons" does no~ ",.,,,11 in ~ ]os;, nF l'<,<lO!lltinn ,'"rICO it only affec', <k,oi l, 
n"c~ I.h" tho l><riorl of tho artol""" . , oud ,inc" too "'ld,," 11><'''''''''03 1»"'0 "Iroo<1), limil.ed ~h" p"", i\)l" 
rco;oi",;,-" , '0 ,h~t p",iod. Conv,",,,,I},, too ",0;,,,i\) utio" t.",hni(j'w ~I.., do<;, not impr,,',e tbe r'-"Olu ' io" of 
tho fin>! imQ{I;~, b"l '\\'itbo,, ~ il Ill.' "'W"o'" ,1»\.1. "ppro.- in the im~!;<'li "I Ii"" l'""h ~llc i n", dosmde t1>< 












Fign'o .1.7, The ,,,,nit 01 I,ho rooi",ihlri,;'-'" I,"'h"iquc i. th~ ~he Ii ,,<>of-rc" p"'""" a,',' -'I,',,,,d ,,"i k>o-ml;- ove, 
tk JNec~or r",',," , T)", origin,,) di,cr • .., nalme of tl' e data COIL be OC=VM in tho leI< frrune ~od tho . amo 
data af(e:r appbing ,he roo;,j,ribution udln i,!'"" i3 .ho"," in ,he ,;~bt rmmc. 
:L1.2 
'11", ,,,,,,,,,t.r,,,, i,,,, algu';(.I,IU und"" c"","dc~Miun i, ,u=p~ibl< to noi..,. ,ince orL)" lino· o!·,,,,,JXlO3" coo_ 
tril"l',O'< to 0.11 Wl.xol, i" the md' \hm,,~h ~'hi dl i ~ 1'",,,,-,,, Idl.%lly . ""h linc~of-r",ponse ,,'ould ""ntribute 
only to , hat Wl.xal in wh;ru the' ~""ihilM;'-'H "v,~l\ n,.,,,,,,,<>.1 '11,;." ""fo,t""","I), ;1ll~ 1~,,, ,,;n,,-' no in-
focUlation r<glUding th o ori~n of I,he Iill(}-of_l'<"j>OllliC i. can-ioo oy the l; .. ".nr_l'o<pom.., H <oiL 'Ii><; ' '''''''' moe 
t.. l"rr(ialb- ,emo',-cd by appbing ~ :hroshold '0 tho donsity dimion"io". h n', ,h;" i, ,00( ve')' effective fo< 
"ariOle< '0""""" . one of them being tha, i, d"", "nt rc.-oov" the' nnL,,· Iht il~PI"''' ' ,,, I", i" ,ide the ",-"1"" 
i,.oIf. A betto, ""y t o mnove thi. Hoi"" L, by ,e,illg " Fourio, fi l'e!' 
TIl< Fouri" filterin~ t.chniquc i3 ~ common torhniqur in image' I"O<'(;,,;n; 1.0 remo,'o "oi", ." ,d Ih". 
""prove the iIU'-1\e qual i t~-, Th;, ted", ique ",vol""" tran,forming tho pcoccs.oo d ~t~ int,n t.he m'lu<ncy 
du",,<; ". ~pl'l}-i"R ~ Iil l-er and ~h"n ~ra,,,i>rmiD~ it bad, '0 the . pati,,) domain, it i3 do.,,,iOOd thowug:oly in 
It V,' H~mm; ,, ~'o l>ooI< iJig,ld {"lie," [OJ' , 
The Fouri or (,muform 
The Fonri(~ "",,<In,.,,, d " I"""tiu" prv.I""", ~n ;""" ile "" m or , ;" '" ~"J w, ; ,,'" J va<yi" K f.-(;qn,,"C)' awl 
""'[>li'",lo which Io<m ~" "x,.-t (i" . he h," "it~ .nm OfL"") t'<p'e"'"IMLo" of th,' U' ; I: ; ,,~I r",,"t~H'. ~"d i" til< 
nxm, ,oo.Ji,,';c t", nrMod anct fi"it,o . nm ~"~l'l'ro'i m aj;'-'" nr I ho f'''' ''liu ", '.11><, tra ",rc.-m oi a fq ",'~io " /(,') 
i, ~ivo" by 
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Fi!!,UT€ 3.8; A ,iHlp!e cumpi<' of 'he Fom;'" ',n" .. r(.nn (l.-,W.n I,mne) (,[" , imo;,.,irl,,] funct.;'" (I.op fromo], 
Th~ 'n1' frame .,ho~', Ihe ' ;llllS"idcW function '" it ,"""los "'ith It. x-ooorJiuMe, "nd II ... , hoe (om r"'HI< ,hml" 
ll ", il.lILplilL><k "f (he II"" ie , V" ll, r,.,,'m "" it VI";'" with ircqHOOCY, f 
fi x ) _ ~ J"" F("')" ~' dc>. 
2" _" 
A ,imple example of ~ Fouri.,.- tr",,,fOCln i., ,h"WH ill Pi""" :l.~_ Til< r,',,'l"Cocy (,( 'he ,imL,."~al bmction ;, 
1. "nd ll ,e p",k ill lll< In,.]"",,")" d,~n" i" j, M "11,'" ximMcly 1 Since tho intcyal in equation 3.1 8 h"d j.o 
I", l'""c" led do, itlR III< C' ""I""M"'" tI,o ""n,rnrm i.' nnly 0" ~j,proxima(ion, if it ure """"I Ihe f""llL,,"")" 
(hn,,;n \I'(.,l~ h,w" cfm,i,Wl (l emly ~ . ingle ' l,ikc M f ~ j , 
Pig"," :I.V ill"""",,,,, to ... t he F<~lrior I",[.<.form oan be u.oo to ~lt er oul no< >< frulll ,> , ig"~1. A ,i""",-,,bl 
funct ion i , s'oncratcd ~nd n<.!loolll "0""'"' add<d j.o ii, I" d ,,· """",r"'>1 ur lhi ' r",,,, i,., d ,o j'~"Jo: """,old 
1 k the OI,ly ddrable "",,( iO<l '" (i, e rreq",-,,".>, dom,>i,,, "II (.i ,c ,' '''''lOLon,;o_, ~['(' rlOLO to ,],e nokc in tho 
I'U1I ctiO(l, Thl", if we elunill,>t< hi~h ~" d lo~' '''''luCI'e",' in ' hc f,equency rlomain \\'0 Gill romow that noise. 
l'erf<YlILi"g~" i"v=;e 1''''''''0'' " '"",r,,,m '", ~ bc fllt,(~,,1 "'a, ,,lurm ~i"" '" a f",,,,,,hM' \\'hich 11:" much "= 
1Iui,., ii i,>" 'be "'igi",J. 'Ih i' j , ;hnwn it> tilo h H p~l1d of Fignre 3,9 , 
Vcry tH)i<y a,,~ ", ... ~l"", ,bt" "'"",0 ,imub\.od to ol.=n-c tho elled of "0;"" 0" the r",~uency d,~n'"tL The 
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figu,.3.9: An "-nm [~e of 11I L<riHR u' ['J); (ile Fourier \r~[)" rocrn of a na. y ,;nuridol function. The dOlled 
line in tbe fir.< ond 1,,-,1 pones ;', It>< origino.J .,im,0<i. and I.ho .... id line i< 1.l>c ,.;mL .... id with r;Uld0m 001S<' 










on average; this demonstrates that the noise occupies all frequencies approximately uniformly (except for a 
slight rise at the very low frequencies), while the noise-free data clearly has a stronger dependence on the 
low to mid frequencies than on the higher frequencies. Thus a filter should eliminate the high frequencies, 
but also reduce the effect of the very low frequencies. 
A traditional approach 
In the traditional filtered backprojection algorithm, as discussed in section 2.1.4, the Fourier transform 
of each projection in a sinogram is found. The Central Slice Theorem states that this is equal to the 2 
dimensional Fourier transform of the image parallel to the line along which the projection was taken. 
Since backprojection places counts along the entire length of each line-of-response, streaks appear to 
emanate from all line-of-response sources. For a point source this distribution falls off as 1/r where r is the 
distance from the point source, and is known as the Point Spread Function (PSF). To reduce the effect of 
this blurring a "ramp" filter is employed in the frequency domain. This filter is shown Figure 3.11. The 
ramp filter is known as a "high-pass" filter as it amplifies the high frequencies relative to the low frequencies. 
To preserve finer image details which are governed by higher frequencies, the ramp filter is usually used 
in combination with a filter which reduces its effect at the high frequencies. Such a filter is referred to as a 
"low-pass" filter. Various low-pass filters are illustrated in Figure 3.12, along with the combinations of these 
with the ramp filter. The analytical expressions for these low-pass filters are as follows: 
Shepp-Logan: H(w) = ~ sin (~) rrw 2wc 
Cosine: H(w) = cos (;~) 
Hann: H(w) = ~ (1 + cos !!.!i!.) 2 We 
Hamming: H(w) = 0.54 + 0.46 cos :~ 
where We is the cut-off frequency above which H(w > we) = O. The product of a low- and high-pass filter is 
applied to the frequency domain of the data before being transformed into the image. 
It is not usually possible to know a priori which filter to use since the spectrum of the object being 
imaged could have more dependence on the lower frequencies or on the higher frequencies. Usually various 
filters arc applied and the best quality image is chosen. 
A variation on the Fourier filtering technique 
In the Fourier filtering technique it is important to note that the filters and transforms are all 1-dimensional, 
while the data itself is made up of a stack of 2-dimensional sinograms. It is however possible to transform 
2-dimensional data into a 2-dimensional frequency domain, and so one might produce better quality images 
by using a 2-dimensional filtering technique rather than the usual 1-dimensional technique. 
In this research, the list-mode data is used rather than the more traditional sinogram data, thus when 
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Fi~re 3.10: A compari,on of th" Fourier tr='xmns of noi5)' and noioc-f"", dat&. Foc Ih" noi,y data the 
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""'-'c. 
Fil>'-'''' .~J 2' Com~;on f.lt.,.,. u..,d t o roduco the elf",t of hig!. om low fi·.-quen<y no ... in PET d.,", 
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(.~.20) 
(3.21) 
,,'ho,o (0 s: m," " M - 1.0 ~ n.,' ~ ,\, I ), and M and Sa,., dimon.,ion. of th~ nW t'ix. By utilising 
t l", ""I"'mhilily of exponcmial, and the commlLtahili'y of ","<obI multipl;c<otioo , it c<m ]-x, , llOwn Ih~t in the 
com[>llt~lion of the Fourier I""nsform of ~ m~trix, one e.n c.kul~\e Ihe l-dimen,i0n~1 Fourier '",,,,funn of 
the row • • nd then ,he l·dinwrui0n..t Ironsfurm of the ooluL1LIlO uf Ih" ,e. ulting m.trix, or one e>1' P"fform the 
ope<alion on the column.. rim .nd 'hen the roWI , Eitl",r ""y, 'he ,,",ulting ma'rix in tr.. frequency dom..tn i, 
the same: Ihe 2-dimemion..t tr.,,.FornI uf (he urigin~l m.(rix, On~ can then multiply this f",quoncy dom.in 
hy "', 'I'~'''l'ri~'''' 2-di",.n.i""" llil "'r 1.0 eli",i n.!.. nigh .",I I<)w r"'l"""";"" 
'1'" I",dor", ~ I_,l ;",,,,,,;onal FO<lMN <l',,,.<;/o)l'm , t he "\lml,,,,· 0/ o~lcuhtio", "'~lLi",l i. 0(,\,'), ... h= S 
is the n\lm]-x" of ,erm, in ,he summation. Th", em r.. g:re~tly impwYffl hy using a tedmiqu< known "" 
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3.3.3 Attenuation Correction 
As discussed in chapter 2, attenuation of the ,-rays in the surrounding material leads to regions of lower-
than-expected intensity in the reconstructed image. Since this effect is known and reproducible, there 
are techniques that one can employ to correct for this deviation. The most common is known as the 
"transmission-emission" correction technique, on which the attenuation correction technique used in this 
research was based. 
The "transmission-emission" method 
A method that is widely used in medical imaging for attenuation correction makes use of the so-called 
"transmission data" [3]. The first step in this correction method is to acquire a "blank run". This involves 
generating a data set using a long, thin rod source that is rotated along the entire inside edge of the camera 
field-of-view. The rE-Bulting image over the entire blank run is a cylinder with a diameter almost that of 
the field-of-view. The second step is called the "transmission run". The attenuating material (in medical 
imaging, this is the patient) is placed inside the camera field-of-view as it would be when it is imaged, 
and a similar procedure to the blank run is followed. The resulting image is again a cylinder just inside 
the scanner's ficld-of-view; however the image has now been affected by the attenuating material, which is 
evident in the image. In PET, along a particular line-of-response through attenuating material, the sum of 
the paths of both members of the ,-pair will always pass through the same volume of attenuating material, 
regardless of the origin of that pair. Thus, the effect of attenuation is the same for transmission data (where 
the source is outside the object) and emission data (where the source is inside the object). This fact allows for 
the correction for attenuation of each line-of-response by considering the difference between the transmission 
and emission data. The expected intensity, E(£), of a particular line-of-response, £, from an emission scan is 
given by, 
E(£) = S(£)TEexp( - J P,(X)dX) J A(x)dx, (3.22) 
where x parameterises the position along £, A(X) is the activity per unit length along £, p,(x) is the attenuation 
coefficient at x, Tp is the duration of the scan, and S(£) is the sensitivity of the detector for £. The expected 
value for the transmission scan is given by, 
T(£) = A(£)TTexp ( - J P,(X)dX) , (3.23) 
whcre A(£) is the combination of the sensitivity of £ as well as the activity of the source and TT is the 
duration of the transmission scan. If a blank scan is taken with the same source as the transmission scan, 
the expected intensity of £ should be, 











where A(£ is the same as before and TB is the duration of the blank scan. Multiplying the recorded emis-
sion scan by the ratio of the blank and transmission scan then yields the expected intensity for £ without 
attenuation, 
TT B(£) J 
Ec(£) = E(£) TB T(£) = >..(x)dx. (3.25) 
For this research a simplification of this method was applied whereby the ratio of the images of the 
blank and transmission scan was used to correct the image of the emission scan, rather than applying this 
correction to the line-of-response data. This results in some approximations, but was observed to produce 
reasonable results and sufficed for the purpose of this research. 
The ratio of the blank scan image and the transmission scan image yields a correction matrix that can 
be applied to any subsequent image using the same attenuating material to correct for the attenuation. In 
its most basic form the matrix is given by, 
C(' 'k) B(i,j,k) 
Z,J, = T(i,j,k)' (3.26) 
where B is the matrix representing the 3-dimensional blank run image, T is the similar matrix representing 
the transmission run image, and C is the correction matrix. Any subsequent data can then be multiplied, 
elementwise, by this correction matrix to correct for the attenuation. It has been observed however that, 
morc often than not, this expression for obtaining the correction matrix does not make a sufficient correction 
to the attenuated data. Thus, an expression which more strongly empha.<;ises the differenceB between the 
blank and transmission run is needed, such as, 
C(' . k) (B(i,j,k))n 
Z,J, = T(i,j,k) , (3.27) 
where n > 1 and serves the purpose of emphasising the differences between Band T while not affecting the 
similarities between these matrices very much. This factor needs to be set empirically using control tests. 
After investigation it was found that n = 5 produces the best results in most cases. 
A second issue with the expression given in equation 3.26 is that, if there are any zeros in either B or 
T, these will cause either zeros or infinities in C, respectively, and thus an overcorrection of the image. One 
method to avoid this issue is to perform a significant smoothing of the Band T matrices, which will result 
in very few, if any, zeros in these matrices. Another method is to use the ratio 
C(i ·k)=B(i,j,k)+l. 
,J, T(i,j,k)+l (3.28) 
This form of C will affect the attenuated data less than equation 3.26, since each element in this correction 
matrix is closer to 1 than the C in equation 3.26. It does however eliminate the problem of having zeros 
in the numerator or denominator (note that no elements in Band T are negative). The best results have 











the following correction matrix was used, 
C(' . k) = (B(i,j,k) + 1)5 
t,J, T(i,j,k)+l 
(3.29) 
This correction matrix becomes more effective the better the statistics are that are used for Band Tj and 
as a result of using better statistics, the matrices are smoother with less noise. Thus, after determining the 
matrices Band T, a 3-dimensional Gaussian smoothing algorithm is applied to these to reduce the effect of 
the noise. Smoothing generally reduces the resolution of an image, but fine structure is usually not important 
for the attenuation map. The advantage gained in reducing the noise outweighs the loss of resolution. 
Alternative attenuation correction techniques 
The attenuation correction technique described in the previous section is one of the more common approaches 
to attenuation handling. Another useful approach is to make use of Monte Carlo simulations to predict the 
macroscopic behaviour of the interactions of the ,,(-rays with the attenuating material. Once this behaviour is 
quantified, a similar correction matrix can be generated and applied to the data. An advantage of the Monte 
Carlo technique is that the attenuation correction matrix can be generated without having to take extra 
readings at the time of the experiment. For the attenuation correction technique described in the previous 
section, one is required to perform additional scans, namely the blank and transmission scans, which need 
to be performed at the time of the experiments to ensure accurate correction. The Monte Carlo approach 
can be applied quite successfully, but to do so one must accurately discern the geometry of the attenuating 
material and how ,,(-rays interact with that material. Since millions of microscopic events are simulated, small 
errors or inconsistencies in the set up can lead to significant macroscopic anomalies in the result. Thus, the 
more complex the attenuating material, the more difficult and time-consuming these simulations become. 
The transmission-emission technique is robust, simple and produced good results, and was the preferred 
technique used for attenuation correction during this research. 
3.3.4 Dynamic Imaging 
Dynamic imaging, or the imaging of a time dependent region of activity within the scanner field-of-view, can 
be achieved with the Line Density algorithm, because it makes use of the list mode data for reconstruction. 
The list mode data consists of a chronological list of the lines-of-response recorded during the acquisition, 
and by considering only those lines-of-response in a specific time range, one can reconstruct an image for that 
time slice. This process can then be repeated for subsequent sets of lines-of-response to construct multiple 
frames of images of the activity as it changes in time. One has control of the time range over which each 
frame is integratedj however if this range is too long and the activity region changes considerably within that 
time, then significant blurring will be observed. To avoid this blurring effect, the length of this range must 
be carefully chosen depending on the rate of change of the active region. Many lines-of-response are needed 
to reconstruct an image, and the signal-to-noise ratio generally becomes better as more lines-of-response 
are used. Usually at least several million lines-of-response are necessaryj but this number increases as the 











static imaging, the acquisition times can be increased in order to obtain enough statistics as will ensure a 
reasonable signal-to-noise ratio; however in the case of dynamic imaging, there is a limit to the length of 
time available for each frame. Therefore in order to ensure that enough lines-of-response are detected, it is 
necessary to increase the activity concentration inside the region of interest. This must be taken into account 
during the experimental set up. 
In many traditional reconstruction algorithms, sinograms are used to perform the reconstruction. Sino-
grams hold no time information and so make dynamic imaging impossible; they offer only a single integration 
of the data over the entire acquisition. Some reconstruction algorithms which use sinogram data start with 
the list mode data, split it into appropriate subsets, bin these subsets into separate sinograms, and then 
perform the reconstruction to achieve dynamic imaging. In order to do this, the list mode data must be 
recorded during acquisition. Reconstruction algorithms which perform the reconstructions directly from 
the list-mode data, such as the Line Density algorithm, avoid this problem by not binning the data into 
sinograms. An example of another such algorithm is presented in [54]. 
3.3.5 Pseudo-Code 
The pseudo-code for the Line Density algorithm as applied to dynamic PET imaging is given below. For 
static imaging the same procedure is followed but no loop is necessary and the block of code inside the loop 
below is performed once only. 
Main 
• Initialise parameters: camera geometry, mesh size, data file, length of run, time step, number of time 
steps 
• Apply the Redistribution technique to the LORs: shift each end of the LORs randomly over their 
respective detector cell face 
• loop over the image counter (for dynamic imaging) 
Determine the subset of LORs to be used for this image 
Apply Meshed Line Density algorithm (as in the generalised case, section 3.1.5) to the LORs 
If applicable, multiply density distribution by attenuation correction matrix 
Apply a Fourier filter to the resulting density distribution 
Store the filtered distribution 
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4.1.1 The ECAT HR++ "EXACT3D" scanner 
The Siemens ECAT (model 966, CTI, Knoxville, TN) HR++ "EXACT3D" scanner, shown in Figure 4.1, 
was developed with the intention of achieving unprecedented sensitivity and spatial and temporal resolution 
[48]. It uses the same Bismuth Germanate (BGO) crystals as the commercial ECAT HR+ "EXACT" system. 
The HR++ consists of 48 rings each with 72 crystal blocks around its circumference. Each detector block is 
sectioned into 8 x 8 detector cells with each cell measuring 4.39 x 4.05 x 30 mm3 (centre-to-centre spacing 
of 4.85 x 4.51 mm2 ) yielding 576 detector cells around each ring of the detector, with a total of 27648 cells 
in the system [48]. The cells are segmented by slices through the crystal of variable depth, allowing for the 
determination of where on the crystal face the detection event occurred since the different sections of the 
crystal will yield unique scintillation signals. Each 8 x 8 detector block is mounted on four photomultiplier 
tubes (PMT) and the spatial position of the detected event is determined by a weighted average of the 
detected scintillations. 
The HR++ scanner has an axial depth of 234 mm and a ring diameter of 830 mm, although the patient 
port restricts this to a field-of-view of 600 mm. The mean intrinsic spatial resolution of the scanner is 
4.8 ± 0.2 mm FWHM (trallsaxial, 1 cm off-axis) and 5.6 ± 0.5 mm (axial, on-axis) [48]. The scanner is a 
dedicated 3D scanner as it was designed without the septa needed for 2D acquisition. This, along with other 
factors, makes the gantry design very simple and efficient. 
The HR++ system was designed to acquire data in both sinogram form and list mode form to allow for 
greater flexibility and scope in its research capacity. Since the HR ++ has 48 axial rings, the total number 
of sinograms needed to record all events is (48 x 48) 2304 sinograms, which would require a large storage 
capacity. Due to this, the data is usually reb inned into 95 sinograms, corresponding to 48 direct sinograms 
where the ends of each line-of-response lie in the same plane, and 47 cross sinograms where the ends of 
each line-of-response lie in neighbouring planes. This rebinning is achieved using a maximum ring difference 
(rdmax ) of 40 and a "span" of 9, meaning that. every alternate four and five sinograms are averaged over 
except for those near the axial edge of the field-of-view [48]. While still largely maintaining the high signal-
to-noise ratio associated with using all lines-of-response, rcbinning the data can result in blurring and a loss 
of spatial resolution away from the centre of the field-of-view of the scanner. 
The HR++ can handle a data transfer rate from the detectors to memory of about 17 MB s-1, which 
equates to approximately 4 x 106 coincidence events per second. These are then written to a 34 GB RAID 
hard disk (which will soon be upgraded to a 1 TB system). 
4.1.2 The ADAC Forte camera 
Thc Forte gamma camera, constructed by ADAC Laboratory, at the Positron Imaging Centre at the Univer-
sity of Birmingham consists of two parallel plates each containing a single NaI(TI) crystal with dimensions 
500 mm x 400 mm x 16 mm. Optically coupled to each of these two crystals are 55 photomultiplier tubes. 
This camera can operate at a maximum of about 2 million single events per second, with a dead time of less 
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Three radioisotopes were used in the experiments: 68Ga, 18F, and 22Na. 68Ga and 18F have convenient 
half-lives of 68 minutes and 109 minutes respectively, and are thus well suited for PET and PEPT studies 
since their activity will not change significantly during an experiment, but they will decay fast enough to be 
discarded shortly after use. 22Na on the other hand has a long half-life of 2.6 years and can thus be stored 
and reused in many experiments. 
Experiments performed at the University of Birmingham used 18F tracers. The 18F was produced by 
direct activation on resin particles using a 35 MeV 3He beam from a MC40 cyclotron. The sources used for 
the experiments performed at iThemba LABS were produced using various techniques. 22Na is routinely 
produced at iThemba LABS by direct activation using a proton beam, as is 18F, and 68Ga is produced via 
a 68Gej68Ga generator, also at iThemba LABS. 
For many PEPT experiments at iThemba LABS "button" sources of either 68Ga or 22Na were used as 
tracers. These "button" sources were small Perspex cylinders 11.5 mm in length and 6 mm in diameter. A 
small hole was drilled into the centre of the cylinder and a drop of 68Ga or 22Na was inserted into the hole 
and the cylinder was then sealed off with a suitable epoxy. The spot size of the active region was less than 
1 mm3 in volume. 
Some tracers were labelled using ion exchange. Ion exchange techniques involve immersing the tracer in 
an active fluid and allowing the active ions to replace the inactive ions on the tracer surface. Both weak-base 
and strong-base anion exchange techniques were used to label tracers smaller than approximately 1000 /lm. 
This process can be enhanced by introducing metallic ions such as Fe3+ onto the tracer surface to improve 
absorption of the active ions [50]. 
For a PEPT algorithm to successfully track the particle in each iteration, approximately 100 to 300 
lines-of-response are needed. After accounting for the attenuating material in the field-of-view, this places a 
lower bound on the activity of the particle. Usually each particle needs to be activated to between 100 /lCi 
and 500 p,Ci when no attenuating material is present. Much lower activities can be used but the results are 
sometimes not as accurate as experiments with higher activities. 
For the PET imaging experiments most of the sources were in liquid form, and 68Ga was the most 
commonly used isotope since it has a half-life (68 minutes) which is long enough to be used for runs of several 
minutes in length and short enough so that within a day or two only an insignificant amount of activity 
would remain. For the vervet monkey brain scans, 18F was used in the form of FDG, or fluorodeoxyglucose 
which is known to be a good indicator of metabolic processes, especially in the brain [14]. 
4.3 Experimental apparatus 
4.3.1 PEPT 
The device shown in Figure 4.3 was designed and manufactured to carry out PEPT experiments with the 
ADAC Forte camera at the University of Birmingham. This device allowed particles to be moved in a 1- or 
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Many experiments were performed with a line source consisting of a tube with inner diameter 1.5 mm or 2.5 
lIun and filled with a 68Ga in solution. Figure 4.4 shows several experimental setups of line sources, which 
were used to test various aspects of the reconstruction algorithm. The setup shown in Figure 4.4(a) is of two 
nearly parallel line sources which was used to test the resolving power of the reconstruction algorithm and the 
scanner: the point where the two lines can be resolved in the final image is the resolving power of the scanner. 
Figure 4.4(b) shows a coiled tube filled with an active fluid that was used to test the general performance 
of the reconstruction technique, and Figure 4.4(d) shows the same coil with a lead plate encompassing it to 
provide a test for the attenuation correction technique. The rig shown in Figure 4.4( c) was also used to test 
the attenuation correction technique by surrounding a line source by a column filled with ceramic beads; 
this rig was also used to test the dynamic imaging capabilities of the algorithm. 
A variety of fill able objects were used to create phantoms with which to test the reconstruction algorithm. 
A small guitar-shaped bottle provided a means to test the imaging of complex shapes with intricate geometry. 
A hexagonal cylinder was also used in these experiments to test whether the hexagonal shape could be 
recognised after the reconstruction. The guitar-shaped bottle was also used for dynamic imaging by moving 
it inside the field-of-view. These objects are shown in Figure 4.5. 
PET imaging was conducted on an anaesthetised vervet monkey injected with 18F in compound form to 
study the uptake of fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG), a glucose, in the brain. Figure 4.6 shows the monkey in the 
scanner during the experiment. These experiments also allowed for the validation of dynamic imaging in 
soft tissue by studying the progressive uptake of FDG in the brain over time. 
Fluid flow through columns of packed ore or other material is an important area of study in many fields, 
with applications for the mining industry in particular. This context could be well suited to being studied 
by PET, since the fluid could be labelled before letting it pass through the column inside the PET scanner. 
A column to hold ore was manufactured and 68Ga was used to label a fluid to be passed through the column. 
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4.3.4 List of experiments performed 
Table 4.2 summarises many of the experiments performed to test the application of the Line Density algorithm 
to PET imaging. 
Radio- Volume Approx. total Approx. prompt Length 
Scanner isotope (mR) activity (/LCi) data rate (ms- I ) of run (s) Comments 
HR++ o~Ga 125 300 30 Cubic phantom 
HR++ oOGa 1200 Fluid flow through column of 
ballatini 
HR++ «Na 175 - 400 30 Rod source 
HR++ ""Na 130 - 300 30 Rod source with attenuation 
HR++ o~Ga 5 1000 80 30 Line source; dynamic and static 
HR++ oOGa 5 1000 40 30 Line source through column of ceramic 
beads; dynamic and static; Fig. 4.4(c) 
HR++ o~Ga 5 1000 220 30 Tube coiled around cylinder; 
Fig. 4.4(b) 
HR++ uOGa 5 1000 160 30 Tube coiled around cylinder 
with lead plate; Fig 4.4(d) 
HR++ o~Ga 2 800 180 - 360 30 Two nearly parallel tubes; Fig. 4.4(a) 
HR++ o~Ga 200 160, 250 100 - 300 30 2 phantoms: hexagonal cylinder, 
guitar-shaped bottle 
HR++ o~Ga 200 160, 250 100 30 2 phantoms in water; Fig. 4.5 
HR++ MGa 100 80 40 30 Dynamic guitar-shaped bottle 
HR++ l~F 0.15 1350 2700 Anaesthetised vervet monkey 
injected with FDG; Fig. 4.6 
HR++ oOGa 20 1115 60 - 110 300 - 600 Fluid flow through packed ore; 
Fig. 4.7 
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5.1 Single Particle Tracking 
Figure 5.3 shows the result of the analysis using the Line Density algorithm of a single particle moving in a 
circular motion. The mesh size used for this analysis was 2 x 2 x 2 mm3 and the time step was 25 ms. The 
data for this run was acquired using the ADAC Forte scanner. The motion is clearly sinusoidal in nature as 
expected, and constant in the x-direction. A sinusoidal function, given by y = a sin (b(t - c)) + d, was fit to 
this result using a X2 fit. The constants of the fit were found Lo be: 
y z 
a (mm) 53.98 ± 0.08 51.9 ± 0.3 
b(S·l) 2.912 ± 0.001 2.913 ± 0.003 
c (ms) 784.0 ± 0.8 1323 ± 2 
d (mm) 312.2 ± 0.1 403.6 ± 0.2 
R~ 0.9999 0.9990 
Table 5.1: The results of fitting a sinusoidal function to the determined locations over time for a single tracer 
undergoing oscillatory motion in 2 dimensions using the Line Density algorithm. 
During the experiment the frequency was set at 0.5±0.1 Hz; the observed frequency was f = b/27r = 0.46± 
0.0002 Hz, which is within the expected value. The particle was positioned as close as possible to the centre of 
the field-of-view of the camera, and thus its equilibrium position was (x, y, z) = (300,300,400) ± (20,20,20) 
mm. The observed values of (x,y,z) = (311.3,312.2,403.6) ± (0.7,0.1,0.2) mm closely match the expected 
values (since the tracer was stationary in the x-direction, the x-value was calculated as its mean x-position). 
Finally, the amplitude of the oscillation was expected to be 54 ± 3 mm, which also corresponds to the 
observed value. The R2 values for these fits are very close to unity and it can therefore be concluded that 
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5. 1,1 Compari~on with the Birmingham algorithm 
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The fits to the results of both algorithms agree with almost all the fit parameters coinciding within 
their confidence intervals. The small discrepancies in d for the y-coordinate and in a for the z-coordinate 
may be due to a systematic error in the decoding of the binary list-mode data into ASCII files, since these 
discrepancies have been observed elsewhere. 
The Line Density and the Birmingham algorithms were both used to analyse data from a single stationary 
particle located at the centre of the field-of-view. The Line Density analysis used a time step of 1.0 ms and 
a mesh size of 2 x 2 x 2 mm3 , while the Birmingham algorithm used 210 lines-of-response with f = 0.40 per 
triangulation resulting in an average time step of 1.0 ms. The mean and standard deviation of the measured 
locations over 5 seconds of data were (8.69,10.70, -4.42) ± (1.40,1.13,0.72) mm using the Birmingham 
algorithm and (6.66,11.29, -4.02) ± (1.37,1.40,0.70) mm using the Line Density algorithm. The mean 
locations fall within one standard deviation of each other except in the x-direction, where the difference 
between the two algorithms is within two standard deviations. 
5.2 Multiple Particle Tracking 
Figure 5.6 shows the analysis of a system of eight particles moving in a linearly oscillating manner. This 
data was acquired using the ADAC Forte camera. These particles were tracked simultaneously using the 
Line Density algorithm with a mesh dimension of 2 x 2 x 2 mm3 and a time step of 150 ms. The coordinates 
with respect to time for three of the particles are also shown. 
Sixteen particles were attached at fixed radii to a disk rotating at a frequency of 0.95 Hz, and tracked 
using the HR++ scanner. Figure 5.7 shows the result of the analysis of this data, where the particles were 
tracked simultaneously using the Line Density algorithm. The mesh dimensions were 2 x 2 x 2 mm3 and 2 
ms of data was used for each iteration. This is the first time that such a large number of particles have been 
tracked simultaneously using PEPT. 
Figure 5.8 shows the results of tracking 4 freely moving particles, tumbling randomly within a closed 
container of volume 2 dm3 . The data was acquired using the HR++ scanner. The particles were moving 
independently and could thus collide with or pass very ncar to each other, after which point the algorithm 
failed to separate and identify each particle involved in the collision. A future development of the algorithm 
will be to effectively manage collisions between particles. 
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